EVENTS THIS WEEK

Monday, September 23
BC Greenman Club General Meeting
Thursday at 5:30 pm

Tuesday, September 24
Smart Woman Securities Full Event Series
Free for current BC students

Wednesday, September 25
Lunch & Networking with an Entrepreneur - Catherine O’Malley, Apple (CEO of Apple)
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm at Fulton 311
Join us for an introduction to entrepreneurial leadership where we will hear from Catherine O’Malley, CEO of Apple. Catherine and her leadership team have introduced revolutionary new products which have influenced how we live, work, and play. This is a unique opportunity to hear from a business leader shaping today’s technology industry. The event will be moderated by the BC Greenman Club President, Alex. 

Thursday, September 26
Save the Date: Launching Your Real Estate Career
Learn about the real estate industry and potential career opportunities. The event begins with a presentation by Professor Chazen, followed by a panel of BC alumni who have successfully launched their real estate careers. 

Monday, October 7 | 6:00pm | Fulton 511
Save the Date: Sign up for Student Ambassador Fair!
We are looking for interested Campus Ambassadors to participate in our Campus Ambassador Fair.

We are looking for three freshman or sophomore transfers who are excited about creating and planning an event in the spring, and running social media in the spring. This is a fantastic opportunity for those who are ready, but not something to be taken lightly. You will be paired with one of our 3 VPs: VP of programming, VP communications, or VP of finance. You will be fully integrated into our board, learn how budgets work, and spearhead disruptive technologies in large markets. This is a great way to get hands-on experience and leadership experience before graduating, network with Kristie and other interested students.
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Wednesday, September 25
Planning for All Ages: Lessons for Your Financial Life
About the Panel: We will discuss how your financial life will change as you age, and how best to plan for all ages.
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Thursday, September 26
Don’t Be a lily pad! We will examine how the intersection of gender equality and entrepreneurship, across diverse sectors of the economy, can drive the potential to build a billion-dollar company. We will talk about the gender gap, and how to overcome it.

1:00 pm in Carney 452
Women Innovators Network Weekly Discussion Group

Tuesday, October 1
Last Day to Drop a Class in Fulton 315
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